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introduction

Success brings
rewards for all
As we come to the end of our biggest
Singapore show ever, it is highly
encouraging to see that 2012 – despite
continuing to offer challenges in many
regions – is on track to be another very
successful year for TFWA. With two
excellent shows in 2011 – Singapore
and Cannes both recorded positive
attendance figures particularly in the
key operators and retailers category –
TFWA ended the year in a very healthy
financial position.

industry. It will give TFWA members (and
other industry stakeholders of course) the
perfect opportunity to better understand the
incredible potential of both the duty free and
duty paid retail sectors in the vast Chinese
market. Events like this are particularly
beneficial for smaller companies who do
not have the resources to research the
intricacies of working and building a business
in a complicated market where the cultural
differences need to be understood.
Over two days, the conference promises to
inform at all levels, with highly beneficial

ONE2ONE
meetings
service

tremendously successful, with a strong
delegation of senior executives from Asia
Pacific airports and airlines. Following the
participation of the region’s most dynamic
and rapidly-expanding airports in recent
years, TFWA responded to strong demand by

This is good news for all our members – and

research into consumer behaviour and

the industry at large. Remember, our motto:

retail spend, as well as providing business

By the Trade for the Trade. We are a non-

networking opportunities in spectacular

The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meetings

service has generated overwhelmingly

profit organisation and while we have to keep

locations... one event not to be missed.

service is a well-established central

positive feedback, as it facilitates airports

a certain level of funds in reserve (to cover

This week has also seen the benefits of our

component of the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

and airlines meeting retailers, brands and

any serious industry events which affect our

success with investment in a number of

ONE2ONE agenda. This year, has been

service concessionaires.

ability to run the shows), success means that

initiatives designed to make life easier for all

we are able to invest back into the business.

participants. The Interactive Touch sensitive

This can include both improving existing

screens, for example, designed to improve

events, commissioning more vital research,

movement around the exhibition hall; the

and developing new ventures.

iPhone and Blackberry app and free wifi.

At all times we try to think and act on behalf

We have also invested in improving our

of our members. Our principal mission is to

online/web offer with the TFWA Product

create for our members the best possible

Showcase platform; a new HD photo service

business platorm – events conceived to

for press which went live this week; and the

enable participants not only to showcase new

implementation of online applications for

products and discuss strategies, but also to

membership and stand space.

foster networking opportunities which help

Financial success for TFWA also means that

The Asia Pacific Travel Retail Association

hear rumours of legislative or regulatory

develop personal relationships between

we can continue with our important TFWA

(APTRA) elected new officers and members

proposals that threaten our business. We

stakeholders.

Care initiative. To date we have given some

to its Board of Management at its Annual

must not be caught napping! The earlier

Membership of TFWA brings many benefits,

1528,000 to beneficiaries including some

General Meeting, which took place in

we hear about a proposal the quicker we

not least the chance to let us know how we

of the neediest communities in the world,

Singapore yesterday.

can get the advocacy machine rolling and,

can best serve you – whether that is creating

all with a connection to TFWA and the duty-

Ryan Hill of The Edrington Group, Gerry

hopefully, influence the outcome.”

a premium exhibition environment, providing

free and travel retail community, Ongoing

Munday of Furla, Thiboult de Poutier

He added: “I am immensely grateful to my

useful networking events, or providing indepth

projects include The Lotus Flower Trust,

de Sone of Pernod Ricard, and Lorenzo

colleagues who have served on the Board

research on regional and global markets. The

Aide et Action, Cosmetic Executive Women

(Enchong) Formoso of Duty Free Philippines

of APTRA, offering their sage counsel and

decision to run our first China event next year

France, La Fondation Motrice, Rett Syndrome

have been elected to the Board following

encouragement. We have many issues on

is a perfect example of how TFWA responds to

Research Trust and Toutes a l’ecole.

the resignation of Rakhita Jayawardena

the table at present and no doubt more

requests from its members.

We look for projects specifically where funding

of Centaur Travel Retail Ltd, Joel Lafon

will emerge in the course of the year. I

‘China’s Century - The Fast Pace of Change

can have a meaningful impact rather just than

of Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail,

am relying on the Board, on the members

in China Duty Free & Travel Retail’ will

being a drop in the ocean – where there is a

Belinda Ohanoglu of Mumbai International

and all stakeholders to be proactive in the

bring together key decision makers from

clear beginning and end. We are always happy

Airport and Steven Clarke of the Australian

defence of our business in Asia Pacific.”

China’s aviation industry, including airlines

to hear from members regarding possible

Duty Free Association during the year.

and airports, and retailers and suppliers

beneficiaries for the future. It’s how we can all

In his annual report, Sunil Tuli, APTRA

from the international duty free and travel

put back into society.

President, said that 11 new members had

including Asia Pacific airlines in the service
for the first time. The ONE2ONE meetings

APTRA elects
new officers

joined APTRA during the past year, with an
additional five companies signing up during
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The

To date we have
given some
r528,000 to
beneficiaries
including some
of the neediest
communities in
the world

membership stands now at 85 companies.
Tuli said: “It is vital that everyone in this
region keeps his or her ear to the ground
and lets us know immediately if they

Alessandra Visconti
Vice-President Corporate, TFWA

New this year:
Free wifi inside the exhibition halls.
Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo
Vice-President Finance, TFWA

SSID: tfwa2012@suntec
Password: tfwa2012
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singaporE swing party

singapore
swing party

The stunning surroundings of GardenAsia provided the setting for last night’s Balinese themed
Singapore Swing Party, where a lavish buffet was served and entertainment included
spectacular dances, dramatic performances and a live DJ.
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01

02

Leading
brands
debut in
Singapore
There are an impressive 62 companies
either exhibiting at TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE for the first time or
returning after an absence. Here, we
highlight a selection.

Secret Wish 01

Travalo 02

Stand H13

Stand A29

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Founded by travel retail veterans Nadia

Obviously, we do expect to secure new

Aydya is the parent company of the award-

We have aggressive expansion plans, so we

Skouri and Pierre Freyssinet, Secret Wish

listings in the buoyant Asian airlines market.

winning Travalo refillable perfume spray

are reaching out to as many retailers and

is a jewellery brand based in Paris. The

We also value the opportunity given by the

which is sold worldwide through all travel

regions as possible, as well as maintaining

company is positioned as a premium

show to share with buyers their knowledge

retail channels. As well as a 10% increase

our strong existing relationships.

brand of fashion or costume jewellery,

and experience about their customers’

in travel retail listings over the past year,

with permanent attention on the quality of

expectations, as well as their feedback on

Travalo continues to win awards and was

What is your USP?

designs, processes and material.

our products and the company’s positioning.

recently featured in the Elle Beauty It List

The patented easy fill system allows you to

2012 for the Singapore region. Travalo is

refill in seconds with a simple repeat pump

Who buys your products?

launching the Travalo Touch at TFWA Asia

action. The Travalo Touch also has a unique

Since Secret Wish concentrates exclusively

What is your unique
selling point (USP)?

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

integrated flow regulator. Travalo fills

on the travel retail markets, we are targeting

Consistency is what our clients seem to

every mobile customer, from fashionistas

value in our offer. Our strategic target is the

Who buys your products?

with a removable spray head. Travalo has an

on-the-go to road warriors willing to bring

inflight retail channel and this translates

Travalo is a product which appeals to an

integrated fill level indicator window to show

home a gift for their loved ones.

into every aspect of our production, from

exceptionally wide demographic, literally

how much fragrance you have left, so you
never run out unexpectedly.

directly from almost any fragrance bottle

the jewellery design itself to the packaging,

anyone who is ‘on the go’ – men or women,

Why exhibit now?

from the attention brought to the pack-shot,

young or old. Anyone wants to smell good

In terms of both date and location, TFWA

to our choice of gifts-with-purchase, which

and make the best impression, so our

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is an ideal

are perfectly suited for customers on the go.

goals are to improve our products until we

venue for us. Our new collection is available

manage to appeal to everyone.

from May and features a new line centred
on Chinese symbols that we hope will be

Why exhibit now?

popular among Asian buyers.

The show allows us to demonstrate and
showcase the Travalo opportunity to a wider
audience, and also to introduce the new
Travalo Touch. The Touch is a 5ml, refillable
fragrance wand with rollerball technology
for discreet and targeted fragrance
application. We have spent a considerable
amount of time gathering feedback from
tens of thousands of users and have
developed our product offering accordingly.
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is the
perfect place to present the results of
these efforts.
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03

05

04

Underberg 04

Hanse Distribution 05

Stand A4

Stand C301

Who are you?

Who are you?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Paramount Farms is the world’s largest

Underberg AG is a family-owned company,

Hanse Distribution is headquartered in

To successfully launch our new Camera

vertically integrated grower and processor

which was founded in 1846. In 2011, we

Hamburg, Germany. There are two elements

Watch, following on from the success of the

of pistachios and almonds with more than

celebrated our 165-year anniversary.

of our business. The first is fully dedicated

Camera Pen, and also to launch the Cross

70,000 acres of prime pistachio and almond

Underberg is well-known for its premium

to the distribution of brand name watches

Watch range (we have worldwide distribution

orchards located approximately 150 miles

brands around the world and is also

and other luxury accessories, as well as

rights for inflight). We are also launching

north of Los Angeles in California’s San

especially popular in the duty free market.

cosmetics and technological products, to

the new Lunavit copper bracelet, following

the airline inflight business. The second

on from the best-selling bracelet which is

Wonderful
Pistachios 03
Stand Q2

Joaquin Valley. Paramount Farms grows,
processes and packages more pistachios

Who buys your products?

element of our business is devoted to the

currently onboard numerous carriers, as

than any company in the world.

Our product range is much diversified.

design and manufacture of timepieces for

well as launching extensions to many of our

Some of our products, such as XUXU and

international brands.

existing product ranges.

Who buys your products?

Schlumberger are more female-oriented,

In general, everybody loves pistachios, but

whereas Underberg, Asbach and Grasovka

Who buys your products?

What is your USP?

certainly in Asia and the Middle East pistachios

are preferred by men.

Our product ranges appeal to many different

We are dedicated to inflight so we know

passengers – from the charter airline

what works, we are fast to react and serve
our customers.

and almonds are also popular gift items.

Why exhibit now?

holiday-maker through to the regular

Why exhibit now?

We started with our own company in China

business traveller.

We have recently had some very positive

a few years ago. Now we are in the position

experiences in duty free shops in several

to develop in the Asian markets more

Why exhibit now?

countries in the GCC and want to expand this

efficiently.

We are currently enjoying growth in the Asia
Pacific region and we want to demonstrate

broader in the overall region.

What are your objectives?

our support for our existing customers, as

What are your objectives?

We intend to find new partners – importers

well as open up the lines of communication

To make ourselves known as a newcomer

and distributors – for areas where we are

to potential new airline customers.

in the duty free and travel retail world, and

not represented yet and, of course, we would

to get in contact with the major operators in

like to increase our visibility in the Asian

the region.

market.

What is your USP?

What is your USP?

We are the only global pistachio brand in

Our products are all premium and all have

the world, supporting our product in a very

a very strong heritage. With Underberg and

active way, with tastings, promotions and

Asbach, we have two very strong German

TV campaigns. Our products provide an

brands in our portfolio, and Schlumberger is

extraordinary taste experience thanks to our

the oldest Austrian sparkling wine.

unique roasting technique. We offer a full range
of innovative flavours – lemon, sweet chilli, and
salt & pepper – in very attractive packaging.
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03

Relaxed
style

02 Premium accessories brand Furla is showing its
Autumn/Winter 2012 collection at this year’s TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.
03 For 2012, Lacoste has launched its L.12.12 innovative
Shopper project, inspired by Lacoste’s roots: the Petit
Pique, The Polo Shirt, Colour and Elegance.
04 Rosafox shawls are made of wool, silk and their
combination, and are decorated with farmed Finnish Blue
Fox – all of which reflects a premium product but in a
style that is easy-to wear.

Easy-to-wear styles are the newest buzzwords
circulating throughout accessories channels in
travel retail. Jessica Harvey investigates.
Whether innovative or simply updated,
fashion accessories are striving to
stay convenient, as well as chic. But
from where has this new trend arisen?
And, if art imitates life, surely people’s
accessory needs while they travel has
started to change?

01 Eric Gusman, Head of International Brand
Development, Piquadro: “Piquadro continues to keep
pace with technology and broadens its range of hi-tech
products with a series of bags and cases conceived to
stylishly and safely carry all types of laptops, as well as
the latest, highly desirable Apple gadgets.”

04

materials; just that they have become more
‘unfussy’ and exude effortless, almost
vintage, style rather than ostentation of
any kind. “Piquadro continues to keep pace
with technology and broadens its range of
hi-tech products with a series of bags and
cases conceived to stylishly and safely carry
all types of laptops, as well as the latest,

“Inspiration comes from the most

highly desirable Apple gadgets,” commented

unexpected things,” said Giovanni Bianchi,

Eric Gusman, Head of International Brand

Creative Director, La Perla (Stand A31).

Development, Piquadro (Stand B2).

“Sometimes it can be a pair of shoes,

This takes care of the needs of globetrotters,

otherwise a movie, a flower exhibition, a

but has also led to a new line of corporate

book or a new lifestyle. We must take care of

casuals – accessories that are user-friendly

each new trend.”

and convenient, as well as doubling up

The introduction of the iPad as well as

as fashion statements too. With this in

smartphones has a lot to do with this.

mind, the Italian designer is launching

With so much new kit to dress, the fashion

a new variety of business and travel

accessory category has taken note and

items designed for young professionals

responded with sleeves, bags and luggage

and executives who are always on the

to house it all. And, when there is any

go and need to keep on-hand, 24/7, all

advancement in new technology, it’s often

their electronic devices. “The new items

Italian style,” said Gusman. He added

For 2012, Lacoste (Stand G29) has launched

the case that the trend that follows becomes

belong to the Piquadro Blue Square

that Piquadro’s demographic is “elegant

its L.12.12 innovative Shopper project,

the antithesis of contemporary style – for

series, a business collection intended

and at the same time original, and

inspired by Lacoste’s roots: the Petit Pique,

balance. It needn’t mean accessories

to match the tastes of a consumer with

opts for highly refined accessories yet

The Polo Shirt, Colour and Elegance. A new

compromise on quality or use of luxury

a keen eye for quality, performance and

loves to stand out from the crowd”.

shopping bag line was created for Spring
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Munday:
“Simple yet
innovative, this
multi-functional
reversible
Shopper – in
three sizes – not
only changes
design when
reversed, but
shape as well –
working as a N/S
Shopper on side
A and as an E/W
Shopper on
side B.”

Polo,” explained Catherine Bonelli, Travel

Munday added: “Colour contrasts inside

Retail Director, Lacoste International.

and out in three different combinations of

“It’s perfect for travel retail – the bags

materials: suede/double flair and suede/

offer excellent value for money, combining

printed lizard/plain nappa, shiny nappa/

practical washable material with great

printed zebra and suede/fur/nappa.

style and elegance. It takes the Lacoste

Colourways include onyx black and

brand to a new wider consumer audience

fluorescents; colour block combinations

– and is fabulous for travellers looking for

such as pink, lipstick red and onyx; and red,

something for themselves or a gift that is

onyx and zebra print.”

minimalistic and very chic.”

It’s this mix of luxury materials in a casual

Morgan & Oates launches two collections a year and is
“constantly developing new blends to meet the current
trends for both easy-to-wear and relaxed styles”,
explained Jeannie Archer, Consultant to Morgan & Oates.

fashion, combining say fur, silk or cashmere

Material combinations

in ‘throw on’ style, which really epitomises

Premium accessories brand Furla (Stand

the easy-to-wear look. For instance, Rosafox

E19) is showing its Autumn/Winter 2012

shawls are made of wool, silk and their

collection at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific

combination, and are decorated with farmed

& GATE ONE2ONE. The collection, inspired

Finnish Blue Fox – all of which reflects a

by living in the city, carries over lines such

premium product but in a style that is easy-

as Piper, Piper Lux, Candy, Globetrotter

to wear. “Our main and bestselling product

and Amazzone, plus restyled lines Urban,

is the triangle shaped shawl,” commented

Cindy and Wave which sport new shapes,

Sari Vainio, International Sales Manager,

colours and styles. Completely new lines

Rosafox (Stand F02). “For next year, we

added include Papermoon, Beat, Tribe

have a new summer collection of colourful

and Pop – a business/travel line in nylon

silk shawls. The product is very versatile

and leather. An exclusive new inflight

and appropriate for travelling.”

line is being unveiled at the show. “From

Similarly, Morgan & Oates (Stand M10) –

Summer 12, which combines Petit Pique

the AW12 collection, a clear travel retail

also a scarf and shawl brand – launches

“We are constantly looking at all sorts of

and leather in a chic and minimalistic

highlight is Tribe, an innovative entry/

two collections a year and is “constantly

combinations of materials.”

way with a large colour palette for high

medium price iconic line also known as

developing new blends to meet the

Items such as the Morgan & Oates ring

visual impact. This has now been extended

the ‘Furla & I IT’ bag,” said Gerry Munday,

current trends for both easy-to-wear and

shawl, which is 10% cashmere, 30% silk

for Autumn Winter 12 with new shapes

Head of Travel Retail, Furla. “Simple yet

relaxed styles”, explained Jeannie Archer,

and 60% fine wool are a great example.

including a clutch. “The line now includes

innovative, this multi-functional reversible

Consultant to Morgan & Oates. “We do

“We’ve introduced new hand-painted

seven sizes of shopping bag: A vertical

Shopper – in three sizes – not only

a 100% silk, which is popular in both

wraps with the emphasis on colours –

and flat tote bag, a large shoulder bag

changes design when reversed, but shape

summer and winter, particularly with the

both bright and pastels, while our spotted

and a clutch bag, all presented in gift

as well – working as a N/S Shopper on

younger customers who wear them with

and animal prints are right on trend,”

packaging to resemble that of the Lacoste

side A and as an E/W Shopper on side B.”

jeans and casual clothes,” she added.

commented Archer.
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Inspiring innovation

“reinvented outerwear fleece and jersey

It is bright colours and that mix of

pieces, heavyweight cardigans with shawl

practicality as well as style that shines

collars and toggles” and teaming them with

through with Furla’s PVC Boston bag

“patterned shirts with slimmer silhouettes

line ‘Candy’, which combines modern

and collar shapes, in uplifting stripes”.

technology and innovation with traditional

Koukoula explained that “happy weekend

craftsmanship. “For Autumn Winter 2012,

days in the country, at sporting events like

these fun, rubber and rubber/print bags

the races or a cricket match, are the theme

come in new colours such as red, pink

for the second fashion group, Prep Weekend”,

and orange to reflect the warm tones of

while the third collection, named Prep Camp,

evening light, along with metallic multi-

is inspired by “a high-class camping trip” and

glitter combinations of gold/red/silver/

“blends utility and functional elements with

blue to recreate the nightclub neon light

chic, preppy details”.

effect,” said Munday. “Candy is all about fun;

“For global duty free and travel retail, Asia

mixing plain and strong fluorescent colours,

Pacific is the region that offers the greatest

metallic, and rubber/ghepard (black/white

growth in 2012/13,” added Koukoula.

spots) combinations.”

Rosafox’s Vainio concurs that the main

For Spring/Summer 2012, the Tommy

target market is “Near and Far East”.

Hilfiger Menswear collection presents

Over at Furla, Munday said: “Today, Asia

Prep World. “Inspired by the globe-trotting

Pacific – which in 2011 represented 12% of

adventures of the Hilfigers, it’s a diverse

the company’s turnover – is the geographical

collection that mixes classic prep style

area with the greatest potential for growth.”

with cultural inspiration from across the

Munday added that “another area for

globe,” said Angeliki Koukoula, Travel Retail

development is ‘Business Travel Retail’,”

The new Adidas eyewear, Duramo, is

be perfect for travel retail with distribution

Coordinator, Tommy Hilfiger (Stand H4). The

after the company recorded “an increase

lightweight and rimless, naturally ideal

continuing to grow. This year, the company

first fashion group, Prep City, is inspired by

in turnover of +30% since 2010 and with a

for wearing during exercise, but what

is highlighting its Core, Premium and

New York. “Metropolitan and sophisticated,

forecast of +70% growth for the three-year

really makes it stand out are the available

Trend collections, as well as its Best Under

but with a touch of spontaneity, it mingles

period from 2012-2014”.

colours. To accommodate all tastes, the

The Sun range. The understated styling

classic Tommy red, white and blue with

Perhaps it is a good sign that fashion

range comes in shiny black, shiny white,

is casual, chic and discreetly bears the

striking orange and green pop highlights,”

accessories have begun to stretch to

shiny brown, transparent red, transparent

Polaroid branding on the temple arms.

added Koukoula. Key details of the look

‘professional style’. With each item

blue and transparent grey, and has been

Over at Marcolin (Stand J34), the company

are both “casual and classic” mixing

conveying hints of personality, casual meets

designed and manufactured by Silhouette

offers up brands including Tom Ford

together “preppy chinos and denims” and

professional, if you will.

International (Stand D8), which also

Eyewear, Roberto Cavalli eyewear, Diesel

previews its new premium collection,

eyewear, Swarovski eyewear and Tod’s

Silhouette SUN 2012, at this year’s show.

eyewear – all world famous brands with

“With the new 2012 sunglasses collection,

distinctly cool and iconic images.

we are not following a trend but making

Similarly, at Luxottica (Stand F20), the

statements,” commented Arnold Schmied,

company launches new collections from all

Silhouette’s Co-owner and Chairman.

of its brands three, four or even five times a

“The two collection lines, Lifestyle by Design

year. The standout launches for TFWA Asia

– for that chic look and good vision in the

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE are its inaugural

sun – and Action by Design, for sporting

collection for the Coach license and a travel

moments in the sun, give expression to the

retail exclusive from Oakley. The Coach

basic philosophy as a core message and

collection has a selective distribution at

structure the collections in two lifestyles,”

airports and downtown gallerias across the

added Andreas Aschauer-Martinelli, Brand

region, and the Oakley travel retail exclusive

Director. The Lifestyle by Design sunglasses

will be present at major locations, including

line consists of 13 models, while Silhouette

Hong Kong, Bangkok, Singapore and Macau.

Icon sunglasses are effortlessly ultralight,

In terms of a ‘relaxed style’, Luxottica’s

without screws or hinges and available in

new Ray-Ban collection is probably the best

a range of up to seven colours, as well as

example, with the new foldable wayfarers.

being genuinely comfortable and casual.

“It’s a product of the highest quality and

Polaroid Eyewear’s (Stand M5) 2012

perfect for the traveller, so I forecast this

Sunglass Collection, which celebrates the

range to be very successful,” said Francis

brand’s 75-year anniversary, is proving to

Gros, Group Travel Retail Director, Luxottica.

08

05 For Spring/Summer
2012, the Tommy Hilfiger
Menswear collection
presents Prep World.
06 Among the collections
being showcased by Polaroid
Eyewear is the Best Under
The Sun range.
07 Marcolin is showcasing
a range of brands, including
Diesel eyewear – a distinctly
cool, iconic brand.
08 Arnold Schmied,
Silhouette’s Co-owner and
Chairman: “With the new
2012 sunglasses collection,
we are not following a trend
but making statements.”

07

In the shade –
sunglasses go casual
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The Mezzanine
There are 17 exhibitors in The Mezzanine, which
has been buzzing with visitors this week. Be sure
to visit this fantastic new exhibition area.

Premium
rum
New exhibitor
Botran Premium Brands is showcasing
the family of Botran premium rums at
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE
for the first time. “We are new to Asia
Pacific and are presenting our brand to
the region. We are strong in the Americas
and Europe,” said Frank Quinones,
Commercial Director.
The company is highlighting two variants
in particular. The first is Botran Solero,
which is a blend of rums aged up to 18
years. The second is Botran Reserva,
which is aged up to 14 years.
“We are hoping to appeal to the trend for
dark, aged spirits in the Asia Pacific region.
When people try our rums, they find out
that they are quality, aged products. A

spirits. We want to build the brand, make sure

great amount of passion is put into our

it is a classic and stays for the long-term. It is

wonderful rums,” explained Quinones. “We

a sophisticated spirit.”

respect the Asia Pacific region a lot – the
consumers know a lot about dark, aged

The Mezzanine 322

Flying
Duck
Destination charms

Mandarina Duck is introducing its first

collection of charms, including the new

ever travel retail exclusive collection

London Edition, which has recently gone

– Flying Duck, which includes a range

on sale onboard Virgin Atlantic and

of wallets, key rings, passport holders,

British Airways. Julian Mullins, Travel

business card cases, and iPhone and iPad

recently acquired by the Korean retail

Retail Director, Pandora, explained that

cases. Vanni Martignago, Travel Retail

group E-Land, which has introduced

they are being sold as a London charm

Manager, explained that a special tray

a strong focus on travel retail for

set in commemoration of the many

has been designed in which to present the

Mandarina Duck.

prominent events taking place in London

items. The tray is shaped like the ‘MD’ of

“We see strong potential for our

this year.

the Mandarina Duck logo.

products in the Asia Pacific region

This summer, Pandora is also launching

“Mandarina Duck is the tireless traveller

and have had very positive feedback.

a range of Destination Charms. There

that flies everywhere,” commented

Our items are very functional and

are six altogether, representing

Martignago. “The Flying Duck products are

practical, with a bit of Italian style,”

landmarks in major world cities: Big Ben

made of leather and currently come in two

said Martignago. “The Mezzanine

(London), Brandenburg Gate (Berlin),

colours – dark brown and cherry. They will

is great, there are so many people

Colosseum (Rome), Eiffel Tower (Paris),

hit stores this winter.”

passing by. We have had good

Sagrada Familia (Barcelona), and Statue

Mandarina Duck is presenting its new

discussions with buyers here, with

of Liberty (New York).

Fall/Winter 2012 collection at TFWA Asia

lots of interesting potential.”

The Mezzanine 305

Elegant
watches

New exhibitor

Pandora is showcasing a beautiful

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, which includes
briefcases, suitcases and handbags. It was

include the Jules Borel Collection, which

indexes to create a sense of space.

is named after the company founder Jules

They also feature luminous colours, as

Borel. Meanwhile, the Braque Collection is

well as elegant and smooth lines.

named after Georges Braque – a famous

The BorelChrono Collection is described as

French artist in the early 20th century

having intense character. The timepieces

and one of the initiators of the cubist art

are softened by elegant curves, while the

movement, which is an inspiration for the

bezel is set with 60 diamonds. BorelChrono

New exhibitor

collection. Making use of the principles

is presented with a white dial, two-tone

Ernest Borel is showcasing its range of

of light and shadow, the watches feature

stainless steel case and bracelet.

Swiss-made watches, following its 155th

multi-angle radial stripes, surface

anniversary celebration last year. Highlights

Roman numerals and natural diamond

The Mezzanine 312

The Mezzanine 309
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Rolling on strong
Singapore and we want to see how it goes.”

Growing
in Asia

A strategy to place both brands into duty
free is the current focus for the company,

Frédérique Constant is looking to build on its

with the ethos centring on creating an

already high profile within the Asia Pacific

original product for the consumer, which

region. For the Geneva-based company,

emphasises continued brand loyalty.

China is its main market within Asia Pacific,

The Domingo Original, Vanilla and Natural

but it is also enjoying increasing success in

Additive ranges, which already enjoy

the Middle East and its timepieces are well

strong recognition domestically, are being

represented in both domestic and travel

bolstered by a new cocktail pack featuring

retail markets in the likes of Dubai, Qatar,

Hand rolling tobacco specialist Gryson

menthol, vanilla, raspberry and cherry

Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia.

is maximising opportunities for product

flavours to harness the tastes of the

“Europe is our number one market, but Asia

Chocolate
gifting

transparency across its Domingo and

Oriental customer.

and the Middle East are growing and have a

Fleur De Pays brands this week at TFWA

Plans are also in the pipeline for a

lot of potential,” explained Adrienne Ogier,

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. “It’s the

handmade rolling kit in the lead up to TFWA

international sales manager, Frédérique

whole product portfolio that counts,”

World Exhibition in Cannes in October.

Constant. “We’ve established good working

Premium Swiss confectionery giant

Manager, Gryson. “Fleur De Pays is here in

commented Louis Delbecque, Export

Stand F10

partnerships in these regions.”
While much of the emphasis this week

Chocolate Frey is displaying its travel retail

is on meeting with existing customers,

exclusive Chocobloc gift line this week.

Ogier explained that the drop-in rate has

Available in 100g and 400g varieties, the new

also been very high. “It’s really good here

family pack which launched in March this

because when people walk by the stand,

year contains five varieties, including milk,
orange, white, dark and dark 72% chocolate,
and is available at Singapore Changi Airport.
“Chocolate is a commodity and so many
different brands are on the market. We’ve

Inflight
delights

they are happy to come over to find out more
about the products.”

Stand G21

been in travel retail with this brand for four
years and I see us as a good alternative to
the established brands,” said Jacques Isler,

Pranda Jewellery is already enjoying success

Export Manager, Travel Retail, Chocolate Frey.

across European inflight markets, with listings

He also emphasised the importance of building

on airlines such as Lufthansa and Swiss Air,

relationships in the lead up to TFWA Asia

and is specifically targeting inflight business

masculine bracelets available in cotton,

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, with discussion

in Asia this week. Gregor Kroll, Managing

alligator and oxidised materials, priced

underway to enter further travel retail markets

Director, Pranda & Kroll, said: “Watches are

from $99 to $199. According to Kroll, the

across Asia. “We want to become a top

a proven category for men, but on airlines

market requires a strong men’s brand linked

confectionery brand in travel retail,” said Isler.

bracelets are doing well and trends are

intuitively with fashion and a new promotion

Also on display this week is a selection of 300g

adapting to this. When we started three years

campaign is in the pipeline this year. Other

Swiss premium bars, as well as dark, lemon and

ago with Etihad Airlines we tried pendants and

collections on display this week include the

pepper varieties for the discerning connoisseur.

cufflinks, but bracelets are the main thing.”

distinctive Cai jewellery range.

Stand L9

The luxury Baldessarini range of men’s
accessories includes travel retail exclusive

Stand A17

Continual innovation

Oval and 8-fruit Tree of Life. 8 is the
luckiest number in Oriental culture, and
also the people’s favourite number, which
means great fortune and everlasting
happiness. Many of the pieces incorporate

Fashionable Italian Eyewear producer

Polverini also explained that, despite

feng shui into their design, with ancient

Marcolin SPA is reinforcing its presence

economic difficulties, the eyewear market

Chinese symbols such as the ‘lucky hook’.

on the international stage at this year’s

keeps growing and Marcolin is presenting

These elegant necklaces radiate positive

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE

its best products suitable to the Asian

energy, giving off vibes that Wendy Chao,

by boosting the presence of its Diesel

consumer at a time when talk of market

Executive Director, said can bring good

range. Collections include the Love Bug

expansion has already been established.

and Pilot models, as well as Wayfarer

“Asia is not in the future, it’s in the

and Cat Eye versions, sitting alongside

present and still growing,” she added.

the Tom Ford range. A new licensing
agreement signed with Balenciaga

Stand J34

Joy of
love

luck, health, wealth and fortune to the
wearer, and are particularly popular with
Chinese travellers. SUN Jewelry has more
than 100 pieces listed on Asian and African
airlines. The necklaces and bracelets are

in May 2012 has allowed Marcolin to

sold onboard Thai Airways, Kenya Airways,

enhance production and distribution

Sunwing Airlines, Mega Maldives Airlines

channels and adds to the technical

As the foremost supplier of jade jewellery

and Air India.

knowledge of the eyewear ranges.

to the duty free market, SUN Jewelry is

SUN Jewelry is also expanding its coverage

Chiara Polverini, Duty Free & Travel

introducing its ‘The Joy of Love’ collection

into the European and Middle East markets

Retail Manager, said: “We always want

to buyers at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

by recruiting new designers that are

to work with very exciting brands and are

ONE2ONE. The collection is a fusion of fashion

familiar with those markets and can make

looking to increase our presence in the

trends and Oriental elements, to wow the

products that its customers will love.

duty free markets in Asia by choosing the

ladies with exclusive taste who seek the best.

best partners to distribute our products.”

Pieces in the collection include Passionate

Stand N2
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Progress from
day one
J. Cortes Cigars is showcasing its

lines, which contain scents and blends

exclusive travel retail packs. “We’ve

attractive to consumers across Asia.

had quality meetings at the show,” said

J. Cortes Cigars is already established in

Eduard Bouten, Export Manager.

Europe and present in 15 duty free stores in

The company is launching exclusive

Asia and the Middle East, including Bahrain,

products with Incheon International

Qatar, Taiwan, Korea and the UAE. The

Airport next month. The special edition

company now sees more room for expansion

Dominican Minis have reportedly been

in developing markets and enlarging the

extremely well-received by both clients

current portfolio. “Our focus is attracting

and buyers. The package re-design

new clients in Asia,” said Bouten.

provides an exclusivity to the brand and
backs up the new Wood Tip Ginger pack

Stand F10

Sustainable
skincare
La Prairie is exhibiting its range of
environmentally friendly skincare products
that make use of cutting edge technology.
The new Advance Marine Biology range,
which is aimed at slightly younger
consumers, is attracting interest.
“This is especially popular in Asia as
skincare is very important from a young
age,” said Katharina Walther, Business
Development Manager, Travel Retail
Worldwide, La Prairie Group. “The Caviar
Collection is also working very well in Asia.”
The collections vary in price, from the
“affordable luxury” of the Advance Marine
Biology line to the high-end price point of
the Platinum Collection.
As explained by Walther, La Prairie’s
dedication to the environment is highlighted
by its work alongside the Foundation of Albert
II of Monaco, which was set up by Prince
Albert of Monaco to protect the environment
and promote sustainable development.

Stand H30
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Strong
brand

Creative
jewellery

Touch of
happiness

Mäurer & Wirtz recently acquired the

New exhibitor

Baldessarini fragrances brand, which it is

Secret Wish, the French fashion jewellery

showcasing prominently at TFWA Asia Pacific

brand, is presenting its second collection

& GATE ONE2ONE. “We have been very

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

busy, with a full schedule of appointments,”

The new collection includes various

commented Sascha Gillessen, International

necklaces, bracelets, earrings and a

Sales, Mäurer & Wirtz. “Baldessarini has been

Ambré, Strictly Private and Private Affairs.

selection of sets, which are expected to be

very well received. We say that it separates

A brand new fragrance from Baldessarini

particularly popular inflight.

the men from the boys. We are working on

will be launched this autumn and will be

The new Happiness line is centred on the

building the Baldessarini brand in Asia.”

presented at TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes

Chinese symbol for happiness. “This line

The Baldessarini Classic fragrance and body

in October.

of necklaces and bracelets mixes tradition

care range currently comprises a selection

Mäurer & Wirtz is also exhibiting its classic

and modernity, with this highly graphical

of eau de colognes, after shaves, shower

Tabac Original and 4711 fragrances.

design,” said Nadia Skouri, Founder of

gels and deodorants. In addition to the core
line, fragrances in the range include Del Mar,

Secret Wish. “It should have a strong

Stand J4

appeal not only for the buoyant Asian area,
but also for the worldwide market.”
Secret Wish is also exploring new
segments of the fashion jewellery and

New exhibitor

ONE2ONE. It is exhibiting a range of

Tobacco innovation

accessories category. Last year, it

jewellery products and accessories. Its

Karelia is showcasing its full range of products

Sons Quality Cigarette Paper.

line of handbag jewellery made of larger

most popular item is Balou – a bear,

in American and Virginia blends: George Karelias

Buyers also have the opportunity to become

charms that customers can clip onto their

which comes in various colours, and can

and Sons, Omé, Karelia Slims, Karelia Family,

acquainted with the custom-designed

bags, tablet sleeves or laptop bag.

be attached to a bag. Jacques Martinet,

Karelia Royal, American Legend, and Leader.

merchandising units designed to support

“Secret Wish is a very qualitative brand.

Commercial Director, explained that it is

In the growing Hand Rolled Tobacco category,

brand sales and image building in duty

We are also working with Swarovski

already popular in Asia and has sold more

the brand George Karelias and Sons has been

free and travel retail outlet locations

elements in some of our products. Our

than 27,000 pieces worldwide.

enhanced by the introduction of lighter variant

such as Beijing, Shanghai (Pudong

products are also Rhodium-plated, so they

Other popular accessories include Mini

– George Karelias and Sons Smoother Taste

and Hongqiao), Hong Kong and Macau

won’t change colour,” added Skouri.

Kelly and Fashion Victim. The products can

(20gr). At the same time, complementing both

international airports.

The company sets, which include

be adapted to the colours of duty free shops

of these brands is the launch of the company’s

and airlines.

very own rolling papers – George Karelias and

Appartement à Louer – Paris is making
its debut at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

The company is also showcasing a creative

launched the innovative PhoneStrap. At
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE this
year, the company is introducing a new

three pendants and a pair of earrings,

Stand G1

range of necklaces at TFWA Asia Pacific &

make a lovely gift. They are packaged
in a convenient pouch that is ideal for
travellers.

GATE ONE2ONE.

Stand H13

“We have had a fantastic reception here at
the show. We have had many good meetings.
I am sure that after the show we will have
a lot of communication with the people we
have had appointments with here,” said
Martinet. “Our founder and designer, Eric
Lopez, comes from a fashion background.”
He believes that the Asia Pacific market has
huge potential for the brand. “Travel retail
is a very exciting industry for us. Exhibiting
here will help us to adapt our products to
travel retail,” he added.

Stand Q4

Impulse stimulus
Mars International Travel Retail is

that will make you sell more new products.”

highlighting its entire portfolio of

Asia Pacific and the Middle East are

confectionery innovations at TFWA Asia

the fastest growing markets for Mars

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, alongside display

International Travel Retail – both regions are

units or ‘visibility tools’. “Chocolate has the

showing growth of +20%.

highest impulse purchase factor in the world,

“The quality of business here at the show

so we have to create an impulse stimulus,”

has been fantastic, with a good quality of

explained Jack Tabbers, General Manager

visitors,” added Tabbers.

International Travel Retail. “We have created
nice, simple displays. It’s the presentation

Stand K35
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Nostalgia
trip

in Hershey, Pennsylvania. The Nostalgic
Tins are expected to be launched early in
the third quarter of the year and retail for
around US$20.
The premium gift will be on sale alongside
Hershey’s other travel retail exclusives such
as its 500g miniature sharing pouches.

Hershey has come up with an “old” way to

Patrick Pantangco, Customer Marketing

stimulate new business with its innovative

Manager, Asia and Middle East, explained

travel retail exclusive Nostalgic Tins. The

that sharing and premium confectionery

240g tins containing Kisses, Hershey’s and

broadened the appeal of Hershey’s products

Reese’s are aimed at providing high-end

in new markets: “Like everyone else were

gifting – with an attractive tin in a classic

are figuring out the way to get into China,”

design. The tins feature nostalgic adverts

he said.

from the company’s past and even a historic
black and white photograph from its factory

Stand P10

Celeb
scents

Dream
team

The latest fragrances from the likes of

Goldkenn has broadened its appeal

Paris Hilton and Jessica Simpson have

in travel retail with its SwissDream

brought a number of visitors to the Parlux

brand – a complementary range in its

Fragrances stand. “Everyone has been

Premium
portfolio

waiting for a new fragrance from Paris
Hilton and they are ecstatic that we are
presenting it here. The feedback has been
really great,” said Les Roner-Hansen, VP
International Sales.

Long
running
success

premium chocolate portfolio. CEO Yves
Linder said the best performer in the
SwissDream brand was the travel retail
exclusive 140g Swiss Cube, which has
12 pieces, selling for US$14. “It is the
same quality chocolate as our famous

The quality scents make the most of the

Goldkenn Gold Bar,” Linder.

celebrity culture, and Roner-Hansen

He said the Goldkenn chocolate brand

The Rémy Cointreau stand has been very

said that the company has already had

busy so far during the show, with a number

meetings with representatives from Japan,

The Gold Silk brand has the unusual

SwissDream was in demand with

of people paying a visit to preview the famous

Vietnam, Singapore, Thailand and others

distinction of enjoying what is one of the

children. Goldkenn is negotiating

Cognac, as well as Champagne and spirits.

this week.

longest-running success stories in inflight

potential new listings with Asian

“Our meetings tend to be with the major

“We’re really hopeful of achieving some

jewellery sales. CEO Nasib Thabet explained

airlines as a result of the show.

airport operators, and often the discussion

new business based on this show,” Roner-

that the 2018 Gold Silk “Classic” Necklace –

surrounds future developments,” said

Hansen added.

which costs 1199 – still sells around 10,000 a

Matthew Hodges, Global Marketing &
Business Development Director. “As a

Stand B12

appealed to adults for gifts, while

Stand P22

month after being introduced a decade ago.
“A major European carrier said they were

company, we’re very committed in this

really impressed with Gold Silk. It’s the only

channel and it’s great to get feedback directly

brand that has had such longevity – other than

from the operators on promotions that we’ve

Chanel No 5,” said Thabet. The classic 2018

created for their airports.”

necklace is made up of over 50,000 tiny beads

Rémy Cointreau is also the distributor in the

called ‘heishi’ – which reflects the brand’s

duty free channel for Russian Standard vodka

heritage in native American jewellery arts.

since taking on the brand in 2009, and Hodges

The Gold Silk brand is exclusive to travel

explained that it has achieved back-to-back

retail and Thabet said Asia accounts for 30%

annual growth rates of more than +30%.

of its sales.

Stand Q22

Stand N1

Tempting
Japanese

Steven Candries, Export and Travel Retail
Director, said Japan was one market
the company had found challenging to
develop. “More and more Chinese are
travelling to Japan and they are looking
at products and brands that are more
interesting,” said Candries.
He said the rise in passengers from

Guylian has entered a new dimension

China had resulted in considerable

to exclusivity by putting its premium

interest from Japanese buyers for

Belgian chocolates in pouches. The

Guylian products at TFWA Asia Pacific

Guylian Temptations range is available in

& GATE ONE2ONE, including Kansai

a travel retail exclusive 537g pouch pack,

International Airport.

containing 50 chocolates, with prices
starting at around US$18.

Stand K10
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achieved significant success and its products
are currently present onboard Dragonair and

Nougat
London
targeting
airports

Harry Rogers, Chairman, Nougat London.

Tailored
offering

As well as the attractive new gift sets that

A broad selection of products, ranging from

the company offers, Nougat London has

headphones to children’s accessories and

also separated out its products so that each

plush toys, has resulted in a busy opening two

Philippine Airlines.
“We’re in discussions with five or six more
airlines and our focus now is on increasing
our duty free presence in airports,” said

one is available as an individual sku. “We’ve
been testing this out at the show and it has
worked really well,” added Philippa Thomas,
Brand Development Manager.

A scent
for all

days in the exhibition for Sea & Sky Supply.
The company’s stand is designed to
represent how an in-store duty free wall
display would look in the airport. “The

The company also offers a range of men’s

feedback has been very positive and it helps

products, including fragrances, which have

that the buyers and operators can see how

also received positive feedback.

the display is going to look,” said Rianne van

Rogers explained: “We’ve now got a better

VAG Distribution is presenting a new

de Kerkhof, Business Unit Manager, Sea &

understanding of which fragrances suit

scent from Leonard, the French fashion

Sky Supply.

which markets, both in the men’s and

label. “People have been waiting for a new

A full wall will soon be installed at the new

women’s lines, so coming to this event is

fragrance from Leonard for six years and

Kunming Airport in China, which is set to open

Nougat London’s range of cosmetics and

very beneficial. We’ve given up a show in the

the feedback we have received suggests that

on 28 June. The Far East is a major growth

fragrances has proved to be very popular

UK to be here this week, so that shows just

people are very happy with it.”

market for Sea & Sky Supply, while Russia is

so far this week. The company, which only

how important this market is for us.”

The feminine fragrance – which is simply

also showing strength. “Our goal now is to set

called ‘Leonard’ – will be launched in

foot in India,” van de Kerkhof said.

September, but buyers, operators and

She continued: “We always listen to our

distributors here in Singapore have this

customers and we try to provide what they

week had an opportunity to preview it.

want. This works really well for us because

“Leonard is a beautiful French brand and it

we try to follow the trends and all of our

deserves to have a new fragrance like this,”

customers can pick and choose what they

said VAG’s Anthony Gambirasio. “We think

want in their store because we can provide a

the fragrance really will be popular in all of

tailored product offering.”

initially started to explore opportunities in
the travel retail market in 2009, has already

Stand A2

A taste
of Italy

the regions. It is suitable for the European
market for sure, but we’ve had good

Stand N26

feedback form the Middle East and Asia.”
A Leonard store was recently opened on
Casa Vinicola Zonin, which is well known for

Orchard Road in Singapore, and Gambirasio

its Prosecco, is already present in around

said that this highlights the fact that Asians

110 markets worldwide, but the family-

know what the Leonard brand stands for.

owned Italian company is still making every

A major launch event for the new Leonard

effort to explore new opportunities.

scent is planned for TFWA World Exhibition

“This show provides a great opportunity

later this year.

to meet people from the region,” said

Stand P4

Alessandro Guerini, Export Area Manager.
“Asia is becoming more and more important.
We want to push more in duty free in this
region because of the higher taxes in the
domestic markets.”
Guerini explained that the Moscato is
also very popular in the duty free market.
“It really boomed in the US and it’s now

Selling
shades

Distributing gains
New exhibitor

Finnish Blue Fox mink, the handcrafted wool

Rosafox is extending its distribution lines as

and silk garments are colourful, light and

it begins to export to Saudi Arabia, resulting

available in a range of colours, such floral,

One of Zonin’s key attractions in the travel

in an estimated 30-40% uplift in sales since

coral red and tropical torquoise.

retail channel is that its vineyards are based

TFWA World Exhibition last September.

The company is using this year’s show to

booming in Asia. It’s our number one
product in Korea and Indonesia.”

across the leading winemaking regions in

A number of leading sunglasses brands

Celebrating its 20th anniversary this year,

explore interest from distributers and potential

Italy, rather than just concentrated in one

have attracted attention on the ALD

Rosafox is displaying its new Summer

listings in duty free shops in airports in China.

area. Maura Marciante, Export Department

International stand this week. For De Rigo

Collection at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Coordinator, said: “As a supplier, we cover

Vision, the company represents brands such

ONE2ONE. Adorned with its trademark

practically the whole of Italy and in the duty

as Givenchy, Lanvin and Chopard, while

free sector, this means that the operator

for L’Amy Group it represents the likes of

doesn’t have to deal with various suppliers,

Balmain and Kenzo.

which means cost and time savings for them.”

“We have a number of big brand names in

Stand E2

Stand F02

our portfolio and these brands are growing
in Asia. Givenchy, for instance, is especially
popular in China,” said Jerome Bihet, Sales
Manager Travel Retail.
“The Asia Pacific region is the most
sustainable in terms of growth in general, so
we place a special focus on this region, but
we are also targeting the Americas.”
The company’s goal now is to increase both
its presence and brand portfolio.

Stand J13
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Ferrero
growth

Synergy
for sales

Ferrero is taking the time to grow in its targeted duty free

Lambretta is focused on achieving synergy between its inflight

markets since forming a business model to prioritise travel

and ground sales at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE this

retail growth three years ago. According to Giannicola Losacco,

year. Currently supplying approximately 80 airlines, mostly in the

General Manager, Ferrero Travel Market, the Asian markets are

Middle East and Asia, the driving force for its presence this year

a very important area for growth and the company is keen to

surrounds the colourful, fun and retro-themed Cielo models

“take a piece of the cake”.
Ferrero has a number of new concepts to present to visitors
to its stand this week. An exclusive pack with diamond effect
packaging couples with a 20-line mix for Asia, which is starting to

Steady
progress

displaying elegance at an attractive price point.
“When you can prove you can sell, it becomes much easier,”
commented Beatrice During, Sales, Europe, Capella Industries.
She added that translation of successfully marketed products

be distributed now. Novelty items include the Kinder 40 Minis Mix

through effective display units can influence ‘grab and go’

Friends and 16-pack Bueno minis. A distinctive Kinderino mascot

purchase behaviour and optimise the image of the brand on the

contains mini Kinder chocolates and features the character

ground and for inflight.

brandishing a slogan of the country of choice – encouraging

Polaroid is reporting good feedback from the exhibition

Figures indicate steady progress, with overall sales up by

travellers to purchase a gift of national sensibility. “It’s a very

this week following meetings with potential clients and

approximately 30% in 2011. A partnership with Heinemann stores,

good image and helps to improve penetration,” said Losacco.

opportunities for new business. Polarised technology and good

including in Budapest, is also helping to promote the visibility of

price points across its men’s, ladies and unisex eyewear are

Lambretta’s ranges on the ground. During said: “We stand out for

advantages according to the company, which has helped them

sophisticated watches; it’s about attitude and a variety to match.”

Stand L8

to secure meetings with airlines and a large airport retailer.
Partnerships with Nuance, King Power and Dubai Duty Free

Stand B26

are augmented by the company’s presence in the cruise
line sector.
Products of interest to visitors this week include the exclusive
travel retail contact lens pod featuring a multi-purpose
solution, allowing customers to clean and store the lenses
on long haul flights, and the unisex trend collection range,
featuring core metal, classic black and tortoise shell varieties.

Stand M5
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Café
concept
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discuss plans for possible locations.
He said the company already operates branded
cafés in the domestic markets in a few exclusive
sites in China and Japan – plus the Harrods

HOT
NUMBERS

department store in London.
Among the premium confectionery being
showcase by Godiva at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Godiva Chocolatier has had talks with

ONE2ONE is Origins – a luxurious assortment

“Rushed off my feet with meetings by

potential partners interested in its unique

aimed at chocolate connoisseurs. The US$41 gift

the hour,” exclaimed Richard Kennedy,

travel retail café concept.

box captures the flavours of cocoa beans from

Sales Director, Scorpio Distributors, who

C.S. Lam, Travel Retail Regional Director

Uganda, Costa Rica, Venezuela and Ecuador.

reported huge interest in its relaunched Hot

Asia Pacific, said Godiva has met with half
a dozen airport operators at the show to

Stand H2

Diamonds collection, new and exclusive to
travel retail. This top selling jewellery brand
dropped out of travel retail for a while, but
now Scorpio offers distributors a new range
of improved pricing and quality designs.

to accompany the original classic pieces.

Gold is among new styles in the

Prices range from $149 to $199. The

popular Aviator watch range that has

Montine watch has been relaunched inflight,

increased sales by 20% for its top three

a trail blazing timepiece that sold over half

chronographs. “Some of the new brands we

a million units per year in the 1980s – the

are showing for the first time at the show,

perfect entry level classic stylish watch

such as LEVI’S and ODM, have been very

sells at two for $55 or one for $35 each.

well received,” said Kennedy.

“Our Asian business is up by around 10%

A rejuvenated Timberland range is selling

this year,” says Kennedy, “and customers

well in Asia and comes in sports, rugged

like dealing with us as we offer great value

and classic models. “It’s a great outdoors,

for money products across a wide range of

lifestyle brand. The Pierre Cardin watches,

watches, jewellery, travel essentials, mobile

pendant and earring sets also prove

phones, writing instruments and kids’ toys.”

hugely popular as the Chinese will break

In recognition of their exceptional customer

them up and give them as individual gifts,

service Scorpio Distributors were recently

offering great value for money," added

awarded the DFNI Supplier of the Year

Kennedy. Additionally, the new Jacques

Global Award for Travel Retail Excellence.

Du Manoir collection has been launched
here in Singapore with modern designs

Stand K28
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Outstanding appeal
William Grant & Sons is showcasing its

“Its blue packaging gives it an amazing

travel retail exclusive Glenfiddich Age

standout appeal on the shelf,” said Kate Minner,

of Discovery single malt whisky from

Regional Marketing Manager, Asia Pacific.

its remarkable double-decker stand at

Age of Discovery was launched exclusively

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

in March with DFS, before being rolled

The 70cl bottle sells for around US$110

out globally in the rest of the world.

and has been matured for 19 years
in American Bourbon oak casks.

Stand K21

Chocolate
liqueur
Lateltin, maker of Cresta Swiss Chocolate

Schneider, Head of Export. “We want to

Liqueur, has had talks with potential partners

create confidence with our domestic partners

at border shops in Indonesia, Thailand and

and we are hoping this will help us develop

Cambodia. “Our strength is on the domestic

our market into duty free.”

market, but we are using Singapore as a
good hub to start in duty free,” said Martin

Stand A5

Eyeing
the
market
Silhouette is expanding operations in China
and has set India as a new target market.
Karl Stoiber, Sales Director Duty Free and
Travel Retail, said it has entered the Chinese
market at Sunrise Duty Free in Beijing T3 and
has had talks at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE regarding other projects in China.
“We are also looking at India where we have
no ground shops at present,” said Stoiber.
Silhouette, and its licensed Adidas range,
are available on more than 60 carriers in

Crystal
jewellery

Asia, including Cathay Pacific and Korean
Air. “The unique Silhouette frames fit many

Swarovski has seen huge demand for

shapes of faces and that is very appealing in

its range with more than 50 meetings

Asia,” said Stoiber.

arranged for the show with new and

Sunglasses in the Silhouette range are

existing partners. “There is considerable

mainly rimless and vary in price from

interest for crystal jewellery at a

US$240 to US$280.

democratic price,” said Philip Loher, Senior

Stand D8

Sales Manager, Inflight Travel Retail.
Its exclusive inflight range is available on
more than 150 carriers and begins with its
129 Crystalline ballpoint pen, which Loher
described as “a trolley stopper”.
Its best performing inflight items are the
Kauri pendant at 1140 and the Ashling
pendant at 1120. The Swarovski range also
includes handbags available at duty free
shops for around 1900.

Stand E30
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Gift offering
Promoting its confectionery products to
share is key to Kraft Foods World Travel
Retail’s plans this week TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. Reporting
positive responses to the launch of
its new Oreo travel retail exclusive
ranges, understanding the needs of the
customer is key for the company.
Notable products include the six-flavoured
Cadbury travel mix, which has enjoyed
double-digit value growth since being
launched in Australia. Toblerone gift bags,
pyramid sets and minis feature alongside

Tequila
Corralejo
success

month, in which the winners won a trip to

the distinctively packaged Oreo offerings,

Mexico. Pictured: Steve O’Connor, CEO,

such as a biscuit box tin, chocolate cake

Delhi Duty Free; Raffaele Berardi, CEO,

pack and suitcase for duty free.

Tequila Corralejo/Fraternity Spirits World;

“The purchase experience does not stop

Jazmin Hernandez, Chief Finance Officer,

when you pay for the product,” said Jaya

Tequila Corralejo; Satinder Manocha,

Singh, Regional Director, Kraft Foods World

Chairman, Two Friends; Sanil Manocha,

Travel Retail.

Asia Representative, Tequila Corralejo; and
Arun Barathi, Chief Operating Officer, Delhi
Delhi Duty Free visited the Tequila Corralejo
stand yesterday to celebrate the success of
the Tequila Corralejo recipe competition last

Stand P20

Duty Free.

Stand A15

Accessible
travel

Bacardi
Oakheart launch

PT Switzerland/Fortune Concept is
launching an exclusive Escada range this
week and is already attracting interest from
buyers in the Far East. “People are excited
about the new brand,” commented Rajiv
Mehra, Director, Asia, Fortune Concept Ltd.
The Escada ladies range includes the
classic signature, fashion and sport
lines, the latter featuring ceramic
bezel and pastel silicone straps.
Other items on display are a sterling
silver accessories range and other watch

Luxury
lingerie

to US$399, which is already available in duty
free in Korea.
New Timberland models have been
launched. The company see the
relationships with existing clients and

Historically, luxury Italian lingerie producer

buyers as essential for business and is

La Perla has been strong in European

focusing on the Far East and Asia Pacific,

duty free, but as a new exhibitor this year

particularly China.

A vibrant party to celebrate the regional

he added. The biggest product launch from

Already established in Bologna, Venice

launch of Bacardi Oakheart took place last

Bacardi in 15 years, Bacardi Oakheart has

and Barcelona in Europe, La Perla is also

night. Paul Francis, Regional Director Asia

been introduced for the first time in the region

visible at Hong Kong and Singapore Changi

Pacific, Bacardi Global Travel Retail, said:

in partnership with DFS at Singapore Changi

airports. Following considerable success,

“TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is

Airport.

the company is now creating a specific

a great place to launch Bacardi Oakheart

It is set to make a dramatic impact on the

travel retail strategy and has already met

regionally. The Bacardi spirit is all about

spiced rum category and the rum category as

operators and several airports, including

people coming together and having a good

a whole. It has already proven successful at

in Australia, Asia and parts of Europe.

time, and you couldn’t find a better place.”

growing the broader rum category in North

Describing the strategy going forward,

Francis explained that the launch coincides

America and is expected to do the same in Asia.

Andrea Bonardi, Managing Director, La

with celebrations to mark Bacardi’s 150th

“Bacardi Oakheart is a perfect illustration of the

Perla, said: “The buying patterns in airports

anniversary in 2012. “Bacardi has always

way in which Bacardi is still innovating after 150

are different than in domestic stores, but it

been a pioneer in the drinks industry. This

years,” commented Francis.

has given us some hints.”

Stand D22

Stand A31

with Coke, ginger beer and on the rocks,”

Swiss Military range, retailing from US$149

New exhibitor

it is keen to expand into Asian duty free.

is a new spiced spirit that works together

offerings, such as the elegant and affordable

Stand C21
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buyer feedback

Buyer feedback
The show floor has been packed this week with busy buyers, seeking products across
all categories. The TFWA Daily asked a selection for their feedback.

Centrair Duty Free Manager Ai Ebihara has been impressed

Raelene Johnson from the Nuance Group in Sydney said:

Nan Huang of Xi’an Xianyang International Airport Company

with the wide range of cosmetic and perfume brands on display

“The show is very, very good. There’s a lot more brands to

Airport is at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE looking for

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE for her customers at

see, plus with The Mezzanine, it means things have been a

electronics, food, accessories and cosmetics for 13 airports

Nagoya Airport in Japan. “I’ve been really pleased with Hermès,

lot more frantic for me, because there is so much more to

in Western and Central China. “The show has provided

Christian Dior and Bvlgari,” said Ebihara.

see than last year.”

us with a great deal of variety. While our customers don’t
necessarily want to buy top brands, they still want to see
something special that is not available in downtown areas.”
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Indian
joint
venture
formed

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

The King Power Group (Hong Kong)
yesterday announced the signing of an
agreement to form a joint venture with
IDFS Tradings India Private Limited,
India’s leading aviation retail specialist,

ALAIN MAINGREAUD
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

Deepak Talwar, Chairperson, IDFS
Tradings; Antares Cheng, Group Managing
Director, King Power; and Sunil Tuli, of
Yam Seng Pte Ltd, Singapore.

and Yam Seng Pte Ltd of Singapore, to
bid for upcoming duty free concessions
at India’s major international airports,

partners with DIAL and ARI to operate the

luxury goods and accessories.

and opportunities in domestic airport and

country’s largest duty free concession in an

Deepak Talwar, Chairperson, IDFS Tradings,

downtown locations.

area of 3,000sqm at Delhi’s T3.

said: “Duty Free retailing in India has evolved

King Power currently operates over 100 duty

Antares Cheng, Group Managing Director,

over the last few years and is raring to go.”

free and travel retail shops throughout Asia

King Power, said: “Our international

He feels that this strategic alliance will open

Pacific, which reach out to over 250 million

expertise in operating diverse retail formats,

new avenues in the duty free arena and the

air passengers. These stores operate

coupled with the specialised local knowledge

adoption of international best practices will

under different fascia brands and concepts

of IDFS, will help us create a world-class

further propel the entire duty free shopping

covering duty free main stores, multi-brand

duty free retail offering for Indian airports.”

experience at Indian airports.

department stores, category-specific shops

India’s consistent economic growth is

Sunil Tuli, of Yam Seng Pte Ltd, Singapore,

and branded standalone boutiques.

expected to boost international air travel

will be the third partner in the JV. Tuli, who

IDFS Tradings has operated duty free

through the country. With increasing spend

is also currently the Managing Director

concessions onboard the country’s major

per passenger at Indian airports, travel

of Duty Free and Travel Retail for King

international carriers, including Jet Airways,

retail holds immense growth potential. King

Power, will participate in the JV through his

Kingfisher Airlines and Air India. It also

Power plans to unveil an exciting range of

Singapore-based company.
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TFWA backs Hogan's
marathon struggle
for 5th year running

RYAN GHEE
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ryan@pps-publications.com
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Assistant Editor

TFWA has once again been a major sponsor

during which time TFWA has contributed a

of the fund raising efforts of Paul Hogan,

cumulative $20,000.

the Managing Director of PPS Publications,

Hogan ran the London course in 3 hours

the TFWA partner, which has produced the

53 minutes, which he was pleased about.

TFWA Daily since 2001.

“This is 16 minutes slower than my personal

Hogan, who lost his 12-year-old daughter

best, but I do not think I could have done any

Brontë after a five-year fight with leukaemia

better with my 50-year-old equipment. The

in March 2011, completed his sixth

loyal, generous support of the TFWA Board

London marathon in April, raising another

and members year-after-year has been

$20,000 for Anthony Nolan, a bone marrow

fantastic. TFWA actively supports many good

transplant charity which twice found a bone

causes, so I am very well aware that giving

marrow donor during Brontë’s treatment. In

to my struggle means TFWA has to find

total, Hogan has now risen over $120,000 for

extra money – I’m grateful, Anthony Nolan is

children’s cancer charities since he began

grateful, and so are the families worldwide

his annual London Marathon entry in 2007,

which benefit from these transplants.”
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GRANT PRITCHARD
Photographer
Hogan approaches the finish in front of Buckingham
Palace. TFWA and London Gatwick Airport generously
sponsored this year’s entry.
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